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THE CONGRESS
Join the global engineering community in October 2018 to agree the
tools and actions required to deliver
sustainable solutions for a changing
climate and growing population.
ICE is committed to working in partnership with professionals and organisations who are able to show
leadership in embedding sustainability at the heart of engineering.

5
90
100+
2000+
150 +
20+

day conference
hours of content
global speakers
global delegates
countries represented
global engineering
institutions
Roundtable discussions
and workshop
programme
Exclusive black tie and
gala dinners
Exhibition, networking
and governmental
engagement programme
Post congress 3 year road
map to embed UN SDGs
within engineering

The United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals are a global
call to action to end poverty,
protect the planet and ensure
peace and prosperity for all.
As climate change effects are
increasingly felt across the
planet, there is an urgent need
for coordinated response to
achieve the Goals. Industries in
every country must shed shorttermism, price in sustainability
and deliver better outcomes.
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BECOME PART OF THE
SOLUTION
Embed your organisation at the
heart of the global infrastructure
sustainability movement at the
event where governments, clients,
industries and sustainability
champions meet.
ICE is offering a limited number of
partnerships to innovators seeking to
support and create a roadmap of
activities to solve the great
challenges of the 21st century.

GLOBAL INNOVATORS

SUSTAINABLE
SPECIALISTS

£75,000 PACKAGE

£25,000 PACKAGE

■■ Campaign Advisory Board

■ +5 Points to spend on items

■■ Event wide branding
Partnerships extend from the GEC
to its three year knowledge sharing
campaigns, consisting of thought
leadership discussions and content,
extensive branding opportunities and
networking events.

THOUGHT LEADERSHIP

■■ 40 minute briefing for 40 experts
■■ 4 one to one meetings arrange
pre congress
■■ Chair 4 GEC sessions
■■ +15 Points for additional items

BRANDING

Exclusive SDG Partner for event

5

Delegate lanyard sponsorship

Thought leadership briefing for 30 guests

2

Learning Programme*

5

Joint Lecture for 220 guests*
Evening debate for 150 guests*

Learn how to spend your points in the table
below.

NETWORKING
3

Private cocktail reception for 50 guests

3

Event bag sponsorship

3
3

Focused ½ day workshop for 70
attendees on one SDG

2

Speaker lounge / Speaker Lanyards

5

Evening reception sponsor

2

Branded hot buffet lunch for delegates

2

4

Refreshment break sponsorship

1

Seat Drop

1

1

One-to-one or boardroom meetings rooms

B

5 course dinner for 16 guests

2

Prestige 5 course dinner for 14 guests

3

Exclusive delegate pack branding

V.I.P. Lunch for 40 guests

3

Branded Gift

40 minute briefing for 40 experts

2

USBs

1

Joint Sponsorship of Sustainable
Infrastructure Toolkit and Report *

1

OGGS Display PODS*

2

Roundtable for 12 attendees

1

Mediacube

3

Competition / Hackathon

B

Mediacube

3

Lead a panel discussion

1

1/day

B Bespoke packages
*sponsorship opportuinites pre or post GEC

For information call
George Kalathil on +44 (0)20 7665 2467 FOR GLOBAL INNOVATORS
Taylor Hughes on +44 (0)20 7665 2216 FOR SUSTAINABLE SPECIALISTS
ice.org.uk/congress
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PROGRAMME
There is much detailed and informed research
setting out the problems. ICE and our partners
want to build a practical plan that allows the
global engineering profession to turn words into
action.
The Congress will focus on how engineers can
better the lives of the billions of people who still
face a myriad of challenges, including water
poverty, slum accommodation, and poor health.

DAY
1

THEME
Role of engineering in
progressing the UN SDGs

OBJECTIVE
Agree parameters for
change

Launching the Congress, day one will feature a VIP address
from UK Government, offer global perspectives and in a
programme curated by the WFEO executive leadership,
explore the scale of change possible via a coordinated, global
engineering plan
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Challenges, opportunities and solutions
Day two will begin examining factors that have stalled progress
against the SDGs to date, highlight regulatory and technical
changes that offer new hope, and explore what is needed to
move to forward

SELECTED KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
■■

Guna Gunalan, Vice President,
AECOM

■■

Chuck Hookham, CMS Energy

■■

Cris Liban, Executive Officer,
Environmental Compliance and
Sustainability, LA Metro

■■

Prof. Gong Ke, WFEO President
Elect and Member, UN Science
Advisory Council

■■

Hartwig Schaefer, Vice President,
Global Themes, World Bank

■■

Olivier Loebel, Secretary General,
Eurau

■■

Kristian Ruby, Secretary General,
Eurelectric
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Building sustainable economies and resilient
communities
Day three delves into how climate resilience can be incentivised,
funded and built into all stages of decision making - creating
cleaner cities and services
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Engineering and its societal impact
Using case studies and research, day four offers guidance and
information on how engineers can use new technologies to
deliver economically feasible and socially equitable projects
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Driving change – investment, education and governance
The Congress will close by offering lessons learnt for the short
term, technologies for the medium term and behavioural
change for long term achievement of the UN SDGs

Define ways to
enable the changes
we need

Clarity on methods,
requirements and
outcomes

Quantifying social
value and how to
exploit emerging
technologies
Vision for a balanced
system that improves
lives and offers
economic growth

